• XL sized OB Van, 17.6 meter length, with extendable side
• 4 separate areas
• GrassValley LDX series cameras (LDX80 Première, LDX80 Première Incam-G wireless and LDX86 HiSpeed cameras)
• Sony MVS-8000G multi-format switcher with a 4ME
• Lawo mc² 66 audio console
• Riedel Artist communication system
• Mediornet fiber transport system
• up to 22 workspaces
CAMERAS
- up to 24 cameras
- 10x GrassValley LDX80 Première
- 2x GrassValley LDX86 SSL camera
- 1x GrassValley LDX80 Première Incam-G wireless camera
- Fujinon lenses from 14x4.5 to 101x8.9

VISION CONTROL AREA
- 2x Sony OLED monitor incl. 2x Tektronix HD V/W
- 3x 20” Nec 20” LCD screens with 8 possible windows in each (24 total)
- 2 pcs of Sony LMD 1750W for Vision & TOM position
- Evertz Xenon (8RU) HD/SDI ROUTER 128x128 + 144 outputs to multiview
- Evertz VIP Advanced Multiviewers with 144 inputs in total from router crosspoints via XLink

RECORDERS
- up to 5x EVS XT[3] Channel max
- EVS IP Director
- up to 6x VTRs

PRODUCTION AREA
- Sony MVS-8000G Multiformat Switcher
- 4 M/E, 51 i/p, 24 o/p, 4 CF, 4 Key/ME (Chroma Key on all)
- 2D DME ch. on all 16 keyers Macros, Snapshot, Shotbox, Frame/Still Memory
- DME MVE-8000 2 twin channels all options (2 Fill + 2 Key)
- 6x Penta 47” (1080P) with up to 64 individual HD/SDI previews
- 4 pc. 24” HD LCD with 8 split multiview system on rear bench
- 5.1 Monitoring

AUDIO AREA
- Lawo HD Core Router (8192x8192)
- Lawo mc² 66 audio console, 48 Fader control surface
- 128 DSP
- Lawo HD Core proposed routing size (92x92 AES / 88x88 Line)
- Genelec 5.1 Monitoring
- Intercom
  - Riedel Artist 128 with redundant PSU & CPU
  - 14 Internal panels in the truck
  - 8 ports for external panels,
    3 External desktop panels included
  - 3x Riface units for 3ch Duplex radio (exp.)
  - Connect Trio ISDN/Telephone interface

MORE INFORMATION:
sales@ahrt.hu
+36 1 464 2564